Design, Preparation and Characterization of Polystyrene Nanospheres Based-Porous Structure towards UV-Vis and Infrared Light Absorption
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Abstract

Porous Polystyrene nanospheres (PSNs)-Cd metal thin film of about 375.72 angstrom (Å) on hydrophilic silicon wafer has been successfully fabricated from its liquid colloidal prepared by 40 KHz ultrasound for 45 minute at room temperature. This porous fabrication was aiming to confirm the proposed structure of PSNs based-porous thin film models depicted in Fig.1. Surface morphology of the porous thin film explored with a field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) showed that Cd metals atomic particles might be deposited on the PSNs particles surface so that they could enhance the porosity of the thin film material. Absorption capability of the porous thin film assayed using both ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) and infrared (IR) light proved that Cd metals atomic particles were a main part of the porous thin film which could enhance significantly the absorption performance. It could be concluded that both kind of nano-sunken and nano-wells unique binding sites might have been generated inside the pores during fabricating them.
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1. Introduction

Porous structure is the most important features of any material that receiving great attention since the ancient era due to its adsorption and diffusion capability. The physical properties of pores or pore channels of porous material was determined by pore shape, pore size and pore structure [1] and maybe
pore orientation or pore direction. Those all will affect on activity, selectivity and life time of the catalysis of the porous materials [1]. It is therefore very important to select, adjust and design properly the pore system of the material for getting the intended properties and functions. Recently, many synthetic porous materials made from organic polymer had been fabricated such as metal-organic nanocomposite [2], styrene-divinylbenzene (DVB) copolymers [3], oxide modified Zeolite composite and polymer-CNT composite [1]. This porous materials have got great attention due to their capability of adsorbent material for many various application of industrial processes such as catalyst [1,4], chemicals sensor [5,2] and drug delivery [6], waste water treatment [7], membrane fuel cell [8-10], fuel cell electrode [11] and soon.

In addition, polystyrene especially polystyrene nanospheres (PSNs)-based porous materials have many advantages compared to the others due to it was not only very simple but also any functional group was not exist in the molecule so that any metals ions or atoms can be incorporated easily through its aromatic rings $pi$ electrons interaction only. In case of porous materials generated by PSNs particularly of 200 nm size we would like to divide it into two kinds of pore terms, the first one is intra or inside-PSNs pores revealed among polystyrenes chains constructed the PSNs particles bodies and the second one is inter-PSNs pores revealed among the PSNs particles bodies. In the first term, four valuable models of the pores structure which generated by disorder multiple folding and bending of the polystyrenes chains constructed the PSNs particles bodies were proposed. Those are (1) India traditional trumpet-like model, (2) face-to-face junction bottle neck-like model, (3) randomly irregular form model, and (4) straightforward pipe-like model, and all of them were depicted in Fig. 1(A,a), (A,b), (A,c) and (A,d) respectively. In this context, each PSNs particle body was possible to have all of the four pores models together such as illustrated in Fig.1(A,e) but at least one of the four models pores exist inside the PSNs particle bodies.

In these models we assumed that the pores were generated from disorder multiple folding and bending of the polystyrene chain backbone constructed the PSNs particles bodies. This folding and bending would subsequently form many specific sunken and wells-like shapes in nano size namely nano-sunken and nano-well to bind any absorbed matter. Thus, a pore that possess more sunken and wells would also possess more effective binding site for the adsorption process. Therefore, the highest capacity and capability of absorption will be taken place on a pore model of Fig.1(A,c) due to five binding sites exist therein. In contrary, the lowest that will be taken place on a pore model of Fig.1 (A,d) due to it has just one binding site.

Moreover, pores generated from inter-PSNs particles bodies such as depicted in Fig.1(B) would be revealed when metal atomic particles well deposited between two PSNs particles bodies. The structure of the pores would be similar to face-to-face junction bottle neck-like model which appeared inside-the PSNs particles. It would be very clear understood that the pore size will become significantly increased as
metals particles were deposited among the PSNs particles bodies because of they can push the PSNs bodies to little bit move away each other.

Considering the both kinds of models it could be predicted that any thin film material fabricated from PSNs particles will have many advantages and have interesting unique properties particularly when it was used as an adsorbent/absorbent and chemical catalyst. In this context, many researchers already used non-spherical polystyrene to fabricate polystyrene-metal-based porous materials [12,13-16] using metals nanoparticles generated in-situ from its according metal salts precursors such as Cd from CdCl₂ [16], from Cd(CH₃CO₂)₂ [17] and from Cd(NO₃)₂ [18]. However non-spherical polystyrenes of course did not have many pores revealed inter spherical particles bodies but just from inter their chains backbone only. As a result, capacity and capability of adsorption/absorption would be low compared to that of PSNs made from. Therefore this paper explained the unique characters of prepared polystyrene nanospheres-metal-based porous thin film for UV-vis and IR light absorption.

1. Experimental Section

Firstly we properly prepared colloidal PSNs-Cd metal particles by the following procedure, 1% w/v, 5 µl Cadmium nitrate-4-hydrate salt (Cd(NO₃)₂.4H₂O, Mr = 308.48 gram/mol) of 98 % grade (Cica Reagent-Kanto Chemical Japan) was properly dispersed into 5 µl PSNs (200 nm size, 1 % w/v) and subsequently added with deionised (DI) water up to 100 µl total volume. This dispersion system was then homogenized by vigorously shaking and irradiated with 40 kHz ultrasonic for 45 minutes (Ultrasonic Cleaner Power sonic 405; made in Korea). Secondly porous PSNs-Cd metal thin film was fabricated on a hydrophilic 1 x 1 cm² silicon (Si) wafer (100 single crystal orientation, p-doped, resistivity of 1.0-20.0 ohm.cm and thickness of 475-575 µm) by the following procedure, the 1 x 1 cm² Si wafer was warmed at 80°C in modified piranha solution made from saturated HCl/H₂O₂ = 3:1 for about 20 minutes to remove any oily matter then it was rinsed up with DI water and dried under atmospheric air flow of a laboratory room. After that, 10 µL of the PSNs-Cd metal colloid that have already prepared was gently dropped onto the hydrophilic Si wafer. Let it in a position of about 5° slope at 20°C room temperature for the intended thin film through self-assembly process. By the same procedure, pristine 200 nm PSNs of 0.1%w/v thin film was also fabricated on the same Si wafer for a reference thing.

Furthermore, porosity of them was confirmed by exploring its surface morphology employing a Field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM JEOL JSM-7600F, Made in Japan). The samples were carefully loaded on a specific FESEM sample holder then introduced it into the FESEM chamber setup on vacuum of about 10x10⁻⁵ Pa. The surface morphology images was then scanned with electron beam of about 2.00 kV, LEI SEM detector mode and scanning wide distance (WD) of about 9.6-9.8 mm. The optimum magnifications scanning of about 10,000 to 50,000 were preferential mode for the best images. Image magnification was defined as the ratio of the length of the scan on the Cathode Ray Tube (LCRT) and that of the scan on the sample specimen (LSpec).

Moreover, the both kind of thin film materials were independently irradiated with both ultraviolet – visible (UV-Vis) and infrared (IR) lights to characterize its absorption capability performance towards electromagnetic waves. In this context, IR light beam was generated from a Fourier Transform Infra Red Spectrometer (Perkin Elmer FTIR Spectrometer LR 64912C, N3896 equipped with a universal Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) sample stage and a spectrum express FTIR software V1.3.2 Perkin Elmer LX100877-1, made by U.S.A). The sample was introduce properly on the ATR-FTIR sample stage and scanned on interpolated peak threshold of 0.5 %T, centre of gravity threshold of 0.0022 Absorbance (A), 10.0000 Absorbance Unit (A.U) and centre of gravity peak height of 0.2. Resulted spectra were then processed further with a series of action of data tune-up, ATR correction and finally normalization for the best accurate spectra. The smaller the number threshold, the less intensive are the peaks that may be detected. In addition, centre of gravity peak height 0.2 was the fraction of the peak to be used to calculate its centre gravity of peaks position.

On the other hand, UV-Vis light beam was generated from a F20 Thin Film Analyzer (Filmetrics Model 205-0135, Made in USA) equipped with FILmeasure software version 4.3.6. This instrument was
firstly calibrated by a Si reference wafer disc and SiO$_2$ on Si test wafer disc of 7272.0 Å thicknesses (Å stands for angstrom) then the sample was measured under this reference. At least three different area of about 0.5 cm in diameter of every sample was scanned five times using UV-Vis light beam of 300 nm up to 1100 nm wavelength generated from the instrument. The already installed FILmeasure software version 4.3.6 would then displayed a specific spectrum which correlated reflectance intensity versus UV-Vis wavelength and thoroughly converted the reflectance intensity become thickness of the according scanned area thin film layer in angstrom scale. The recorded thickness can be read exactly through a monitor.

2. Result and Discussion

2.1. Surface morphology clarification and electromagnetic waves absorption analysis

FESEM images of the PSNs-Cd metals thin film surface depicted in Fig.1(a), (a’) and (a’’) showed clearly a nice porous-like structure material which might Cd metals lumps of about 44.5 nm deposited and then tightly attached on any PSNs particles surface. This porous structure was likely quite different from that of pristine PSNs Fig. 1(b). It was also shown that the size of PSNs have been reduced to about 176 nm due to ultrasonic irradiation of 40 kHz ultrasonic for 45 minutes during preparation of its colloidal. This similar shrinkage phenomenon was also reported by reference [19].

![FESEM images of porous PSN-Cd metal thin film produced (a), (a’), (a’’) and that of pristine PSN (b)](image)

Figure 1. FESEM images of porous PSN-Cd metal thin film produced (a), (a’), (a’’) and that of pristine PSN (b)

On the other hand, the porous-like structure and the deposited Cd metals nanoparticles take responsible together for generating new optical properties of the materials especially in the interaction with both UV-Vis and IR lights. In the fact, porous PSNs-Cd thin film reflected UV-Vis light quite lesser (0.08 a.u – 0.14 a.u) than pristine PSNs (0.18 a.u – 0.23 a.u) for 500 nm to 1000 nm wave length range (a.u stands for arbitary unit) as shown in Fig.2. The similar phenomenon was also encountered in the infrared absorption, Fig.3 where the porous PSNs-Cd metal thin film absorbed infra red light more than the pristine PSNs since its base line transmittance intensity of the spectrum was lower (about 40 a.u up to 85 a.u range) than that of the pristine PSNs (about 90 a.u). These facts attributed that many unique pores in nano size were properly generated in the porous PSNs-Cd metal thin film as Cd metal atomic particles were incorporated either physically or chemically into among the PSNs particles. Detail discussion of UV-Vis and IR light absorption would be explained in section 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.
2.2. UV-vis light absorption analysis

As we can see in Fig.2, UV-Vis reflectance spectra of porous PSNs-Cd thin film was lower than that of pristine PSNs thin film in throughout wave length range of 400 nm up to 1000 nm. It attributed that absorption capacity of the first towards UV-Vis light was higher and better than that of the second one due to the existence of Cd metal particles. This case presenting that the Cd particles prefered creates nano-pores which have capability of electromagnetic waves absorption. It might photons of the lights had been absorbed properly rather by the nano-pores existed therein than by Cd metal atomic particles bodies. These nano-pores, of course, have unique nanostructure which make possible to bind the light photons on its specific binding site they have. It was suprise that this phenomenon matched to our proposed models of nano-pores structure such as depicted in Fig.1.

By these models we easier to undertand how the photons attached properly to the binding sites. In this moment we need to propose a new term of “nano-sunken” or “nano-well” which take very important role in the light photons absorption phenomena. We defined the new proposed term was a sunken or a well in nanoscale existing inside pores which generated during the according pores formation that having function for particularly light photons absorption. These “nano-sunken” or “nano-well” would have specific correlation to- and determine the absorption capacity of the materials. In this context, the much amount the “nano-sunken” or “nano-well”, the higher the absorption capacity. Therefore, we possible to add the new term in one of nano-porous structure parameters for adsorption/absorption capacity value so that we have a new correlatian such as the following:

\[
AC_n = f(A_{p}, A_{sw}, S_{p}, S_{sw}, Z_{p}, Z_{sw})
\]

where \(AC_n\), \(A_p\), \(A_{sw}\), \(F_p\), \(F_{sw}\), \(S_p\), \(S_{sw}\) each is nano-absorption capacity of the material, the amount of nanopores, the amount of nanosunken or nanowell, the shape of nanopores, the shape of nanosunken or nanowell, the size of nanopores and the size of nanosunken or nanowell respectively.

In addition, we would like to concentrate our attention at 400 nm to 500 nm wave length range. We see that the light photons absorption of the both thin film materilas tends to increase as its reflectance decrease from 0.145 a.u to 0.09 a.u (porous PSN-Cd), and from 0.23 a.u to 0.18 a.u (pristine PSN). In contras, at 500 nm to 1000 nm wave length no significant change of the absorption could be observed.
well from the porous PSN-Cd thin film, but indeed contrary, a little bit change of that could be seen from the pristine PSNs. In the first case, the UV-Vis reflectance intensity was kept at about 0.085 a.u., whereas in the second case that tends to little bit increase anymore from 0.18 a.u to 0.19 a.u.

2.3. **Infra red light absorption analysis**

It was shown in Fig.3 that porous PSNs-Cd metal thin film material absorbed infrared light more than pristine PSNs thin film since its base line transmittance intensity of the spectrum was lower (about 40 a.u up to 85 a.u range) than that of pristine PSN (about 90 a.u). In molecular level point of view, some specific bonds of polystyrene molecule mainly constructed the materials thin film also possessed transmittance intensity relatively higher than others. It could be interpreted properly that spectrum peak of 3365-3444 cm\(^{-1}\) represented hydrogen bond stretching vibration which be generated from the interaction of a silicon wafer SiO\(_2\) support with phenyl hydrogen of the PSNs particles polystyrene chain. Spectrum peaks of 3029 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2927 cm\(^{-1}\) represented phenyl C-H stretching vibration of the polystyrene chain and H-C-H asymmetric stretching vibration of its chain backbone respectively. Spectrum peaks of 1603 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1493-1497 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1452-1456 cm\(^{-1}\) represented phenyl ring stretching vibration of its C=C-C “conjugative” system and either out of plane or in plane C-H bending vibration of its chain backbone respectively. Spectrum peaks of 1073 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1031 cm\(^{-1}\) and 907-908 cm\(^{-1}\) represented phenyl in plane and out of plane C-H bending vibration respectively. The last, spectrum peaks of 755 and 699 cm\(^{-1}\) represented either phenyl ring wagging or twisting respectively [20-21].

Those mean, some bonds of polystyrene molecule constructed the porous PSNs-Cd thin film, i.e. SiO-H of SiO\(_2\)-phenyl ring, C-H of phenyl ring, and H-C-H of its chain backbone absorbed infrared wave relatively more than non porous pristine PSNs, whereas the other bonds, i.e. phenyl ring moiety, C=C-C “conjugative” system of phenyl ring, C-H of its chain backbone absorbed infra red wave relatively lesser than non porous pristine PSNs. The both would provide interesting impact to especially the structure of inside PSNs particles nonporous due to the bonds exist in the inside PSNs particles.

3. **Conclusion**

It was concluded that the prepared porous PSNs-Cd metal thin film material has unique porous structure which has ability to absorb both UV-Vis and Infrared light beam irradiated to it better than pristine PSNs particles one. The absorption capability of this material might because of the existence of nano-sunken and nano-wells binding site formed during fabrication. Absorption capacity of the pores could be enhanced significantly by depositing cadmium metal particles on PSNs particles surface so that it leads to generate pores structure similar to one kind of proposed pore model that have already designed, Fig.1(A,2).
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